
…believe in and develop a new range of frozen 

cheese just as good as fresh

Frozen Italian 

Cheese





Established in the heart of Southern Italy in 2008, Totem Food specializes

in deep-freezing of high-quality italian dairy products coming from their

place of origin.

The quality standard is constantly strived for and achieved through

exclusive freezing techniques, as well as studies and collaborations with

research institutes, enterprises in the sector and universities.

As a result, Totem Food’s frozen products keep their original taste, quality

and freshness even after thawing.

Tradition, Knowledge and 

Innovation



We bring the authentic

flavours of our dairy

specialties to the tables

of the world, without

compromising on quality.

Our mission

Thanks to our know-how and our continuous work of

Research & Development, we have managed to extend

the shelf-life of many fresh and creamy cheeses to

12 months, while preserving their quality.

We are constantly looking for new varieties in line

with the times and the market’s needs, in order to

offer our customers a full range of frozen cheese.



T Cow’s milk products

T Buffalo’s milk products

T Pizzeria

T Other cheeses and preparations

[la qualità caratteristica]
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Our strengths

T 12-month shelf-life 

T Year-round availability at a steady price

T Consistency of quality

T Lower transport costs – the products can travel by land and sea and not only 

by air

T Food waste reduction – you only defrost quantities you actually need

T Easier and efficient inventory management

Our ranges



Burrata is a typical

dairy product

originating in

Puglia.

Totem Food has been

the first in Italy

to produce a frozen

burrata that remains

creamy even after

defrosting.

Tasty smoked and

truffle variants are

also available.

Burrata Mozzarella Scamorza Stracciatella

Our cow’s milk

mozzarella is

produced in Puglia,,

its place of origin.

There are different

shapes and sizes of

mozzarella, which

make it suitable for

various uses.

Scamorza has a

delicate flavour,

yet more intense

than mozzarella’s.

Also produced in the

smoked variant, it’s

a table cheese that

is typically

consumed cool or at

room temperature,

but it’s also

suitable for

cooking.

Stracciatella is a

fresh, stretched

cheese with a soft

and delicate

texture.

It can be used to

enrich cooked

dishes, fancy pizzas

and appetizers or to

accompany cold cuts

and toasted bread.

Our ranges: Cow’s Milk



The buffalo’s milk mozzarella is a table stretched cheese, originating from Campania and made of

whole buffalo’s milk.

A traditional specialty that is amongst the most loved ingredients of the Mediterranean cuisine,

and main actor of dishes that have become famous all over the world. With its slightly sour

flavour and incredible softness, the buffalo’s milk mozzarella owes its characteristics to its

territory of origin and to the traditional production methods.

It can be savoured alone or as an ingredient of salads and numerous dishes, and it’s also the

undisputed protagonist of pizza or classic dishes like Caprese, accompanied with extra virgin

olive oil, basil and tomatoes.

Buffalo’s milk

mozzarella

Buffalo’s milk

mozzarella treccia

Smoked

mozzarella

Mozzarella in plastic bag Mozzarella in plastic pot

Our ranges: Buffalo’s

Milk



Julienne Diced

Buffalo’s milk block Cow’s milk blockFior di latte

Buffalo’s milk 

mozzarella IQF

Our ranges: mozzarella Pizza

Our pizzeria range is developed especially for the operators of the sector and includes

cow’s and buffalo’s milk mozzarella, each cut in different shapes and sizes in order to

adapt more effectively to each pizza maker’s needs.

We offer a high-quality range in which the flagship products are the Fior di latte 100%

from Puglia, the Fior di latte from Agerola, coming from the homonymous town, and the

mozzarella block, made exclusively of italian milk.



Totem Food always aims at the expansion of its range of frozen cheese and

dairy products through an unceasing work of Research and Development carried

out together with research institutes and experts in the field. With this

approach, and thanks to our technologies, we develop frozen products in line

with the modern times and the market’s needs.

Mascarpone

Developed

specifically for big

chain restaurants,

Readymix is a

preparation of

mascarpone, milk and

eggs which, once

defrosted, can

easily be whipped to

obtain a perfect

Tiramisu in a few

easy steps.

Stracchino Readymix

Tiramisù
Essential ingredient

of typical recipes

like Tiramisu and

cheesecakes, Totem

Food’s mascarpone is

a fresh cheese of

extraordinary

creaminess, which

remains intact after

thawing, for a very

easy whipping.

Spalmabile

Soft table cheese

obtained through the

fermentation of

pasteurised cow’s milk

and exposed to

controlled temperatures.

Creamy and spreadable,

it’s great savoured

alone as well as baked,

with bread, or as a

special ingredient to

numerous recipes.

The spreadable cheese,

rich in live lactic

cultures, is ideal to

be enjoyed on bread,

breadsticks and in many

sweet and savoury

recipes.

Other cheese and preparations

Our ranges:



Quick Freezing Technologies

Our latest generation equipment allows us to obtain the perfect frozen product by

using two advanced quick freezing methods: Individual Quick Freezing (IQF) and

Block Quick Freezing (BQF).

T In the IQF process, fresh products are placed in blast chillers individually,

without preserving liquid or packaging, and will only be packed once the

freezing process has been completed.

T BQF products instead are frozen directly in their packaging, with preserving

liquid, and are therefore ready to be shipped as soon as they come out of the

blast chillers.

Each time, we choose between the two methods according to the product’s type of

end use and customers’ requirements.

In both techniques, products reach a core temperature of -18C° within four hours.

The speed of the freezing process prevents the formation of large ice crystals in

the product’s cells which would destroy the membrane structures at molecular

level, and is hence essential to preserve the integrity and original

characteristics of the fresh product (colour, texture, flavour and aroma).



Packaging & Private 

Label

We also offer a private label service, making available all our ranges of

products.

Companies that have chosen to present themselves at their best, taking the

route of quality, have chosen Totem Food for the realisation of products with

private brands, recognising us as reliable and innovative partner.

In order to adapt supply to the market’s demand, Totem Food has many different

types of packaging available for each product which customers can choose from

according to their needs, sales channel and product’s end use.



Our committment
Quality for Totem Food means:

TCompliance with all enforced rules and

regulations on food processing and

storage, factory specifications and a

healthy working environment (HACCP)

TAll ingredients 100% GMO-free

TContinuous improvement of the product

quality factors

TWorking with full respect of the

environment, with the aim of conserving

natural resources for the future

generations.

To achieve these goals we work in partnership with dairies engaged in 

seeking the best solutions for a sustainable use of natural resources, and 

complying with all international quality standards:

TISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System

TISO 14001:2004 Environmental Certification

TUNI 10939:2001 Traceability Certification in the Food Chain

TLevel “A” of BRC standard

THighest level of IFS standard

Acquiring these standards from our dairies, we have reached the highest 

level of food safety guaranteed, from production to customer.



Our locations

Sede Legale & Uffici

Via G. Marconi 32

70021 Acquaviva delle

Fonti (BA)

Puglia

Laboratorio di 

surgelazione

Via Lelio Basso snc

75012 Bernalda (MT)

Basilicata

Caseificio & Lab. di 

surgelazione

Via Ferrovieri, 6

75012 Metaponto (MT)

Basilicata



Contacts

www.totemfood.com
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Email:info@totemfood.com

Fax +39 0835 54 86 47

70021 Acquaviva d. Fonti(BA) - 

Via G. Marconi 32

Sede Legale

Patrizia Barberino     marketing@totemfood.com 
Export Office            Tel: +39 0835 1821551

Contatti

Tel.+39 0835 1821551

ITALIA

http://www.totemfood.com/
mailto:basile@totemfood.com


Brand/logo


